Face-to-face communication for ultimate Cisco Jabber™ collaboration

The Logitech C920-C Webcam

The Logitech C920-C Webcam, designed exclusively for Cisco®, is the professional webcam that seamlessly integrates with Cisco solutions to deliver true-to-life HD 1080p™ quality video. With a 78-degree field of view, UVC H.264 encoding and omnidirectional mics, the C920-C brings high-quality desktop face-to-face collaboration to UC.

Features:
- HD 1080p™ video at up to 30 frames per second
- UVC H.264 encoding technology
- 78-degree field of view with true widescreen
- Logitech RightLight™ 2 technology and autofocus
- Omnidirectional dual stereo microphones
- Convenient privacy shutter
- Multiple mounting options
- USB plug-and-play set up
- Cisco® Compatible

Cisco Jabber™ and UC for Real People
Logitech C920-C Webcam

Product Specifications
- Price: $119.99
- Part #: 960-000945

Without clip:
- Width: 5 inches (126mm)
- Height: 1.2 inches (29mm)
- Depth: 1.3 inches (32mm)

With clip:
- Width: 5 inches (126mm)
- Height: 2.9 inches (73mm)
- Depth: 1.8 inches (45mm)
- Weight: 6.0 ounces (170g)

System Requirements
- Windows® 7
- Mac OS® 10.6 or higher
- SUSE Linux® 11 SP2 (for Cisco® VXC6215)
- USB Port

Warranty
- 3-year limited hardware

Inside the Box
- C920-C Webcam
- Quick Start Guide

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT

HD 1080p1 video at up to 30 frames per second
Make a vivid impression with true-to-life, high definition video calls.

UVC H.264 encoding technology
Frees up system bandwidth by putting video processing within the camera.

78-degree field of view with true widescreen
See more without having to reposition the camera or crop and zoom.

Logitech RightLight™ 2 technology and autofocus
Webcam intelligently adjusts to improve visual quality in low light and backlit situations at multiple distances.

Omnidirectional dual stereo microphones
Designed to capture sound for clear communication in larger spaces like offices and small conference rooms.

Convenient privacy shutter
Easy lens closure for added privacy and security when the webcam is not in use.

Multiple mounting options
Freedom to mount the camera wherever it works best – LCD screen, notebook, or tabletop – by using the attached clip or the tripod embedded thread.

USB plug-and-play set up
Easy to set up and easy to use.

Cisco® compatible2
Designed exclusively for Cisco® to work seamlessly.

Learn more at: logitech.com/uc725c
To order contact your reseller, or call us at 800-308-8666.

Logitech Inc. 7600 Gateway Blvd. Newark, CA 94560

1Supported video modes vary by application/client.
2See www.logitech.com/ciscocompatibility for the latest version.
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